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About This Game

Arcane Maelstrom is a fast-paced action game with a RPG touch to it. This game offers pure action with epic battles, hordes of
skeletons, dark fantasy, dungeon crawling, a built-in map editor and 40 exciting levels that will provide you with unlimited hours

of gameplay. Check it out!

- Play through 40 exciting levels throughout the kingdom of the dwarves

- 23 challenging in-game achievements to unlock

- Several quest types: dungeon crawling, horde battles, countdown survival, items search, prisoners rescue, boss battles...

- Built-in level editor to create your own adventures!

- Summon up to 5 gigantic creatures like ice and fire golems that will help you overcome evil

- Find the five Grimoires of the Elements to cast dozens of different spells

- Go through dungeons, castles, caves, cemeteries, mysterious forests and a lot more locations

- Collaborate with the dwarven warriors in the fight against the forces of darkness.

- Be astounded with the advanced artificial intelligence of all the characters in the game, which makes them look almost alive ...
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amazing!

- Fight against skeletons, dark sorcerers, goblins, gigantic bugs, devilish gargoyles and a lot of evil creatureson RPG.
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Title: Arcane Maelstrom
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
YellowEgg game studios
Publisher:
Vilar Ingeniería de Software S.L.
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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arcane maelstrom

I can't find the soundtrack! Yes, I have looked in the steam\/steamapps\/common it is not there. I've also tried right-click
properties and "browse local files". It's not there. Very dissappointing that this is so difficult.. Very Good Hope they make
another. Thank you very much! Lag spikes solved!. This is just a fantastic game. I do recommend a gamepad. Spotted Shark
Studio has done a fantastic job at making a platformer puzzle game. If you dont trust me try the demo.. Oh boy. Good game...
but so insanely hard I had to refund. And here's the thing I like hard games, I really do but this is insane.

Even though I was the Quake 2 champ of Quebec for a year, leader-boarded Diablo 3 with a totally unique Monk build, and
managed to 1CC Metal Slug X in the arcade, I can't beat even the simplest of levels in this game.

My reflexes aren't really as bad as you might think... the game doesn't ramp you up at a sufficient pace. It's 100 KM\/h from the
second you start.. This add-on is secunda. I'd try to return it next day from buying it and in answer steam said i'd use it too long
-11 hours - ( that is not true - i'd use FSX SE so long after buying this add-on!!! - this I used very shortly and only trying to make
it work like my many other (good) _PURE_ ORBX FTX products).

This is not working - I'd want my money back as promised in STEAM RULES!

thx.. I'm gonna play this game and build my character up to the max. Then in 1 - 3 months when the server gets wiped, i'll do it
all over again. I don't get to keep any of my hard work I done previously when maxing out my character.

Seriously...who thought of this?

Anyway the game is good, but the wiping of characters and not being able to keep any of the work you done...well, that says it
all by itself.

To the devs, good luck with your game.
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supa simple clik an go an do it ver nice goojawb. Had a initial rough start but I can say this game is heading in the right direction
now. Betting is fixed and new features are being added. Devs seem to really care about their product and have good
communication with the community. If craps is something you are interested in, then this is a great app.. That game is a fine
example of a great idea, which is unfortunately poorly executed. I mean, first it really looks like a promising game. You can get
to unlock some stores, invest some money to improve your income, get a loan if you need etc. Then, when you click to unpause,
you realize where you've just got yourself into...

Well, how could I describe it in a practical manner? I guess that the best way, it would be to call it a "micro-management fest".
That's because you actually gotta click on every single store that you have every day, in order to collect the cash that you make.
At the beginning, it's no big deal, but just wait a lil' while and you'll see what madness it is. Oh, and if one reason isn't more than
enough, you also have to click often to upgrade your stores as they level up (increasing stock and quality of items). So, pick up
these two chaotic ingredients, blend them up and now you have a cocktail from hell. Of course, we can't forget to put a cherry
inside of it: This game is one of those notorious achievements spammers. That by itself isn't really a big issue, except that the
developers should have never inserted the damn buttons that you have to click on all the time, precisely at the right corner of the
screen.

Ok, what else... There're also some broken achievements. That's because there're some you can only unlock after building a
certain combination of stores. No matter how many times you try, they simply won't work. This game should also be known as
one of those "FPS killers", because depending on how big your mall is, things will become really sluggish, and that can
definitely wear on your patience (kinda like adding insult to injury). Hmm, there're some glitches too. I've seen some customers
walking on air for whatever reason; there were times where I couldn't build an elevator (at all), and there were also some stores
that wouldn't fit where you've clicked (they'd always skip to the next block).

Now that we're through all this, then what about the overall aspects? The graphics are ok, I guess. My only complaint is that the
stores seem dead, as there's no movement going on, other than the costumers walking in front of them. There're no sound
effects, and there's only one song available, which isn't really a bad thing, but it naturally gets annoying after listening to it for a
long period of time. The game doesn't provide you any campaign mode, so my only guess is that you can say that you've truly
finished this game, after you've successfully managed to unlock every possible achievement. As mentioned earlier, the gameplay
itself could really use some improvement.

Well, for now this is my opinion. I doubt that the gameplay mechanics of having to click all the time will ever change, but I
think that at least the broken achievements could be fixed. Just to finish, I hope that the next games from that company will be
better, because their premise is surely interesting.. Very fun game. Yeah and nah.

The game is indeed fun, I'd "recommend" the game to anyone looking for some casual fun. The gameplay itself felt satisfying
and there was an interesting story in the background. The physics of the gameplay had heaps of potential and there were a
degree of difficulty for some of the puzzles.

But nah. If you're reading some of the reviews, you will have no doubt that everyone seems to only have around 2 hours of
gameplay. THIS IS NO COINCIDENCE!! I've actually took my time to slow down during the levels to try exploring as much as
I could, and I've completed the game in less than an hour and a half. For a game costing 14 bucks (16 something AUD), there
are plenty of other games in the market that offers the same level or even a greater degree of "fun" that actually has a story line
stretching way more amount of time. In terms of bang for your buck, there isn't too much bang but quite a heafy buck price tag.
If I were forced to get this game a second time, I'd at the very least wait for a sale where the price goes under 3 or 4 bucks.

Another massive problem is the story line, this is pretty much designed for 6 year olds. Alot of the dialog were immature and
frankly, cringy at best. While I do admit the devs at least tried to put out a good story, I suppose unless you are in primary
school, this storyline wouldn't be too captivating for you. But hey at least the♥♥♥♥♥♥♥racoon was cute af.

Summed up, wait for a massive sale if you are looking for a quick casual games
cheersx. The game is kind of short and repetivtive, but for it's price, I really recommend it!
You will surely get at least 1 hour of gameplay, which is somewhat impressive for a title this simple.
The graphics and sounds are okay, the gameplay feels balanced, and the customization and battles are really well designed.
Overall, I'd give it a 8/10. This is totally CRAP. I bought this game for $20 and it won't even start. I do NOT recommend this
game. I not a very happy customer.. Bad, Crashes all the time.. The Videokid is an absolute throwback to the 80's. It's a fun spin
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on the Paperboy games with a ton of references from the time period and maybe a bit of a Skate or Die feel. If those all seem
somewhat foreign to you then maybe a better comparison would be to modern endless runner style games.

You take control of a kid on a skateboard who is trying to meet his girl at the park. But his pesky job of delivering VHS tapes
gets in the way. You skate along and make your deliveries while avoiding various obstacles. Obstacles that are often references
to 80's pop culture. Maybe you need to avoid the Terminator. Or peg some Care Bears in the head with a tape. Drop in a sewer
that you saw a few Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles drop into? You can grind on top of cars and benches in an effort to increase
your score. Make a few extra bucks and you can unlock various characters to use along with some extra moves.

At the end of the day if you're a fan of the 80's then this might be right up your alley. Same if you're into endless runner style
titles. If neither of those things really appeal to you then I'd give this a pass.

If you want to see how it plays with some horrible commentary:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/7LGRHS-kfGw. it wont started its a woste of 10.00
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